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of data, and corresponding
backgrounds. Predictions for m
H








decays only [10]. For smaller Higgs














decays are considered in addition (see Ref.[11]). The expected relative








, is given in the last line.
m
H
110 115 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190
N
S
102 188 324 740 1226 908 1460 1436 1172 832
N
B










pairs [7, 8, 9],




150 GeV ; (5)
or into W pairs [7, 10, 11]












110 GeV ; (6)
can be isolated at the LHC. The weak boson fusion channels utilize the signicant background reductions which
are expected from double forward jet tagging and central jet vetoing techniques, and promise low background
environments in which Higgs decays can be studied in detail.







 have become available [11] and
will be included in the following. Table I summarizes expected event rates (after cuts and including eÆciency






channels. The rates and ensuing statistical errors of
the signal cross section are given for 100 fb
 1
of data collected in both the ATLAS and the CMS detector.
The results used in this analysis for the WBF channels were derived at the parton level. First hadron level
analyses with full detector simulation qualitatively conrm the parton level results [12], but yield somewhat lower
rates. This can partially be explained by initial and nal state radiation which produces additional jet activity,
leading to misidentied forward tagging jets. A full simulation of forward jets conrms previous assumptions
on jet reconstruction eÆciencies which were based on a fast detector simulation. Lower eÆciencies are found
in the very far forward region only, which contributes little to the signal. The parton level results include jet
reconstruction eÆciencies of 0.86 per jet. Another eect of additional hadronic activity in the full simulation is
a somewhat reduced reconstruction eÆciency for isolated leptons, which was assumed to be 0.95 per lepton in
the parton level studies. Finally, central jet veto eÆciencies, as calculated in PYTHIA versus the parton level,
approximately agree for the signal but show discrepancies for multi-jet QCD backgrounds, perhaps because
PYTHIA uses 2 ! 2 processes for the simulation of hard matrix elements. In view of these unresolved issues,
the agreement between parton level and full simulation results, at the factor 2 level or better, is reassuring.














decays), the full detector simulation for H ! WW





140 GeV, and no
analysis has yet exploited multivariate techniques to enhance the Higgs signals over backgrounds. In light of
this, the parton level results on WBF processes appear to be quite realistic and I use them in the following.
Expected accuracies for the three WBF channels are shown as dashed lines in Fig. 1.
Among the associated production channels, t

tH production appears most promising. Recent analyses have
signicantly improved the techniques for observing the decays into b

b pairs [13, 14],
gg; qq ! t

tH; H ! b





















140 GeV : (8)
The H ! b

b signal in t

tH events will be visible with good purity, S/B  2=3 [13], and the Higgs invariant





expected to yield similar purity, but is more diÆcult to measure precisely, because the Higgs mass peak cannot
be reconstructed. This makes precise background determinations challenging. A third associated production
channel which has been re-analyzed recently is WH production [16],
qq!WH; H ! b





120 GeV : (9)
3FIG. 1: Expected relative error on the determination of B for various Higgs search channels at the LHC with 200 fb
 1
of data. Solid lines are for inclusive Higgs production channels which are dominated by gluon fusion. Expectations for
weak boson fusion are given by the dashed lines. The black-dotted line is for ttH;H ! b

b as analyzed in Ref. [13].




[15] (red dotted) and WH;H ! b

b [16] (dash-dotted) curves assume 300 fb
 1
of data and high
luminosity running.
The particular importance of this channel is that it allows to isolate the H ! b

b partial width, because the
Higgs coupling to W 's can be separately determined in WBF.
The statistical accuracy with which the signal cross sections of the processes in Eqs. (1-9) can be determined
is shown in Fig. 1. For 100 fb
 1
of data per experiment we expect typical statistical errors of order 10%.
Experimental systematic errors, e.g. luminosity errors or knowledge of detector acceptance will be substantially
smaller, of order 5% or less. This means that higher luminosity running can improve experimental errors
substantially, provided that problems associated with pile-up can be overcome. Such dedicated analyses have
not been nalized yet for all processes. In a conservative approach, the results below are based on a nominal
integrated luminosity of 200 fb
 1
, unless stated otherwise.
III. MEASUREMENT OF HIGGS PROPERTIES
In order to translate the cross section measurements of the various Higgs production and decay channels into
measurements of Higgs boson properties, in particular into measurements of the various Higgs boson couplings
to gauge elds and fermions, it is convenient to rewrite them in terms of partial widths of various Higgs boson
decay channels. The Higgs-fermion couplings g
Hff











ff), where, for top-quarks, the nal fermions




in the SM) or the HZZ
coupling is proportional to the partial widths  
W








=  (H ! )
and  
g
=  (H ! gg) determine the squares of the eective H and Hgg couplings. The Higgs production
cross sections are governed by the same squares of couplings, hence, (V V ! H)   
V
(for V = g; W; Z).
Combined with the branching fractions B(H ! ii) =  
i
=  the various signal cross sections measure dierent





The production rate for WBF is a mixture of ZZ ! H and WW ! H processes, and we cannot distinguish
between the two experimentally, at the LHC. In a large class of models the ratio of HWW and HZZ couplings





partial widths are related by SU(2) as in the SM, i.e. their ratio, z, is given by the






. This assumption can be tested, at the 15-20% level for m
H
> 130 GeV, e.g. by
4FIG. 2: Relative accuracy expected at the LHC with 200 fb
 1
of data for (a) various ratios of Higgs boson partial widths








(1  ). Width ratio extractions only assume
W;Z universality, which can be tested at the 15 to 30% level (solid line). Indirect width measurements assume b; 
universality in addition and require a small branching ratio  for unobserved modes like H ! cc. (See text).
forming the ratio B(gg ! H ! ZZ

)=B(gg ! H ! WW

) [5]. The expected precision, as a function of
m
H
, is given by the solid black line in Fig. 2.
With W;Z-universality, the three weak boson fusion cross sections give us direct measurements of three


























from qq ! qqH; H !WW

; (12)











































from gg ! t

























from qq!WH; H ! b

b : (18)
When extracting Higgs couplings, the QCD uncertainties of production cross sections enter. These can be
estimated via the residual scale dependence of the NLO predictions and are small (below 5%) for the WBF
5case [17], while larger uncertainties are found for gluon fusion [18, 19]. Recently, the NNLO QCD corrections
for the gluon fusion cross section have been determined [20], in the heavy top-quark limit, which provides
an excellent approximation for the intermediate mass Higgs boson considered here. First results indicate a
stabilization of the perturbative expansion at two loops. The diminished scale dependence at NNLO suggests
a remaining error due to higher order eects of as little as 15%. The present analysis assumes a theoretical
uncertainty of 20% in the gluon fusion cross section. For the t

tH cross section, which has been calculated at
NLO as well [21, 22], the scale dependence is reduced dramatically at NLO, to a level of about 6% [21]. For
this analysis I conservatively take a theory error of 10% into account.
A rst test of the Higgs sector is provided by taking ratios of the X
i
's and ratios of the Y
i
's. QCD uncertainties,





















for the loop-induced photon{Higgs coupling. Expected errors
on theses ratios, for 200 fb
 1
of data, are shown in Fig. 2(a). For Higgs masses between 120 and 140 GeV they





, which determines the Htt to HWW coupling ratio, can be performed, by measuring the cross section
ratios B(gg ! H ! )=(qq ! qqH)B(H ! ) and B(gg ! H ! WW

)=(qq ! qqH)B(H ! WW

).








determines the ratio of b-quark to tau
Yukawa couplings. Because QCD radiative corrections to both WBF and Drell-Yan processes are well known,
this cross section ratio has a small QCD error, which is taken as 10%. Taking the error estimates of Ref. [16], for
300 fb
 1
in one detector, and m
H




ratio can be determined with an overall uncertainty
of 23%. Since this measurement becomes worse quickly with increasing m
H
, it will be replaced below by the
assumption of b;  universality.
Beyond the measurement of coupling ratios, minimal additional assumptions allow an indirect measurement
of the total Higgs width. First of all, the  rate in WBF is measurable with an accuracy of order 10%. The
 is a third generation fermion with isospin  
1
2
, just like the b-quark. In many models, the ratio of their
coupling to the Higgs is given by the  to b mass ratio. In addition to W;Z-universality we thus assume











b) +B(H !  ) + B(H !WW

) + B(H ! ZZ

) + B(H ! gg) +B(H ! )

 1. An error
of 7% is assigned to the b;  universality assumption, corresponding to the uncertainty induced in y
SM
by the
error on the b-quark mass.






(1 + y) +X
W
































. Provided  is small (within the SM and form
H
 115 GeV,




provides a direct measurement of the
H !WW

partial width. Once  
W














(1 + y) +X
W








































































and the total width require a measurement of the qq ! qqH;H ! WW

cross section,




110 GeV [11], but suers from poor statistics close to the limit set
by LEP2. Consequently, errors are sizable for Higgs masses around 110 GeV, but stay within the 10{20% range
for the most interesting Higgs mass region, between 120 and 140 GeV. Results for these indirect extractions of
(partial) widths are shown in Fig. 2(b) and look highly promising.
One should note that only a few of these measurements, most notably the H ! gg partial width (over










150 GeV, are limited by systematic
6uncertainties, in particular higher order QCD eects. For the WBF cross sections the assessment of these errors
(5%) is probably too conservative. This means that substantial improvements are possible, in principle, with
higher luminosity data, in the 115 GeV < m
H
< 150 GeV mass range. Whether pile-up eects do permit such
improvements requires detailed studies.
IV. SUMMARY
With an integrated luminosity of 100 fb
 1
per experiment, the LHC can measure various ratios of Higgs
partial widths, with accuracies of order 10 to 25%. This translates into 5 to 10% measurements of various ratios




measures the coupling of down-type fermions relative to the Higgs





probes the same relationship. The fermion triangles leading to an eective Hgg coupling




probes the coupling of up-type fermions relative





130 GeV, via t

tH production with H ! b

b. Finally, for any Higgs boson mass in the range left by LEP2,
the absolute normalization of the HWW coupling is accessible via the extraction of the H ! WW

partial
width in weak boson fusion.
These measurements test the crucial aspects of the Higgs sector. The HWW coupling, being linear in
the Higgs eld, identies the observed Higgs boson as the scalar responsible for the spontaneous breaking of
SU (2)  U (1): a scalar without a vacuum expectation value does not exhibit such a trilinear coupling at tree
level. The particular tensor structure of this SM HWW coupling can be identied as well in WBF [23]. The








then probes the mass generation of both up and down
type fermions.
These measurements may be complemented by observation of WH=ZH; H ! b

b production at the Tevatron




coupling ratios. In all, hadron collider data in the LHC
era are expected to determine the dominant couplings of a SM like Higgs boson at the 5{10% level.
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